Q.Series Portable DAQ - CMS
Portable data acquisition system for condition, vibration and noise monitoring, with 12 input channels for IEPE
or MEMS accelerometer contained in a robust transport case, fully engineered and ready to use ‘Out of the
Box’. Can be installed close to a machine, equipment, plant, etc. or extended across a large area with daisy
chained additional modules. Connectable and networkable by Ethernet to other Gantner DAQ systems or
remote computers for data visualization, data can be internally logged with inbuild storage or accessible USB
drive ports.
Robust and lightweight transport case for
easy handling
Pre-configured system including sensor
package with 12 Off IEPE accelerometers,
cables and magnet mount adapters for quick
measurement setups
Battery box as an option for operation
without grid connection

-

GI.bench software solution for connected
computer

Q Series Portable DAQ Configuration with:

12 Ch IEPE/ICP or MENS accelerometer (with sensor excitation for
MEMS)
6 Ch Digital Input e.g. Pulse /Tacho Signal
2 Ch Digital Output
2 UART Interface for additional I/O channels e.g. Q.staxx format
Sensor excitation (24V DC) protected with electronic circuit breakers
Option of Inbuild 4G/LTE Modem for automated data transfer to
customer host or GI.cloud
Option for battery box for 3 or more days autonomy
Internal 64GB data logger
Data storage on USB drives possible
Ethernet connectors on front panel
LED Indicator for status information
Quick assembled cable entrance also for cables with connectors
Cable Screen bar inside
100-240 V AC and 12-24 V DC Input (e..g. for battery) with input selector
switch on front panel
IP Protection grade with closed lid: IP54
(IP63 depending on cable connection pass through)
Dimension: 400 x 350 x 250 mm (W x D x H)
Weight: < 12 Kg
Operation Environment: -20°C to +60°C
GI. Bench software for your Laptop for configuration, visualization, data
logging.
Customized Algorithms, data evaluation and visualization on request

On-line FFT, waterfall diagram, yt-chart or
gauges for rms, pk-to-pk, crest or vibration
velocity

Sensor package with 12 Off industry standard IEPE sensors
80g peak, 100mV/g, 20m cables and magnet adapters
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